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Here is a comprehensive listing of all French

related films in the 1973-75 Mountain Plains Edu-

cational Media Council Film Rental Catalog. For

information about renting any of the films, see

your school's audio-visual specialist who should

have a copy of the catalog. If that doesn't work,

you can order a copy for $2.00 from the Bureau of

Educational Media, University of Colorado, Stadium

Building, Boulder, Colorado 80302. Their phone

is 492-7341.

Special thanks go to Mrs. Tina Ament, the French Department secretary

who helped compile this list, and to CU's Bureau of Educational Media for

graelonsly reproducing these pages.

Send your suggestions to: Robert Blaney

c/0 French Department

University of Colorado

Boulder, Colorado 80302
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AGELESS PARIS 04 099
FON 1952 13 min BW i-J-s-a

Takes a camera tour of Paris: its people at work and
play; the parks and famous boulevards; the monuments
to history. Views the city from atop Notre Dame Cathe-
dral; visits artists in Montmartre; lours the Flea Market
andNapoioen's tomb; goes inside the Louvreto see the
Venus de Milo CU

ARRIVEE EN FRANCE 007 0
IFB 1969 COLOR
FRENCH LANGUAGE TEACHING SERIES.

Penny arrives at Orly and is met by Michele. They
drive into Paris, take a quick tour of the Latin Quarter,
make a short stop at the Eiffel Tower for Penny's first
photo in Paris, and arrive at Penny's hotel. UU2

S.

A TRAVERS PARIS 04013
ATV 1964 20 min BW s-A
ICI LA FRANCE SERIES.

A French language film presenting a tour through
Paris, showing its famous sights and examining history's
influence on the city. Includes to Place de l'Etoile, the
Champs-Elysees, la Place de la Concorde, the Tour Elf
tel, the Pont des Arts, the Louvre, L'Arc de Triomphe du
Carrousel, the Palais Royal, the many bridges along the
Seine, the Cathedral of Notre Dame, and Montmartre'
Recalls the celebrations along the Champs-Elysees in
August, 1 94 4, when Paris was liberated. NU

..--.
AUJOURD'HUI NOUS VISITONS PARIS 04514

IFS 1963 20 min COLOR s-A
Presents a carefully organized and oriented tour of

Paris, with animated maps and actual scenes of impor-
tant points of interest. The narration utilizes graded vo-
cabulary and idioms suitable for intermediate French
classes. UU2

AU REVOIR VILLAGE 1 7 3 1 6
IFB 1968 19 min COLOR A

Marc ends his summer vacation at his grandpar-
ents' home in a small Normandy village and returns to
Paris by bus and train. On the way he notes life in the
French villages and visit;; Rouen where he changes
trains. Suitable for intermediate level French students.
UU/

OALZAC A PARIS 0 4 5 8 7
MGHT 1964 20 min 13W s-A

4 f RANCE SERIES
1i wit. 13illzac's study in his Parr; home. now Le

Mace Balzuc Pierre Cleorges Castes piofes:.iot at the
Sorbonne. dit;cusses the highlights of the novelist's life
His characters are always portrayed through get.ures
and outer details which are relevant to their inner lives
Shows a scene from the film based on his novel, "Le
Colonel Chabert," starring Raimu and also a portion of
the film lrawn from ''Pere Goriot" with Pierre Larquet
Narration and dialogue are in French. NU

BEAUMARCHAIS ET SON SIECLE 15017
MGHT 1964 20 min BW s-A
ICI LA FRANCE SERIES

Introduces the eighteenth century comic dramatist,
Pierro Caron, whose pen-name is Beaurflaichais The
writer's satirical comed'es - Le Barbier de Seville and
Le Mariage de Figaio - are comparsit to le Jeu de
L'Amour et Du Hasard by Beaumarchais' contemporary
Manvaux. Filmed in France. NU

BEGINNING FRENCH: INTONATION 04665
CORF 1953 11 min SW j-S

Compares Pench and English intonation; illustrates
the characteristic pattern of French intonation in a num-
ber of everyday phrases and sentences; and shows
some of the ways in which to acquire correct French in-
tonation, stressing the importance of practice in listening
as well as in speaking. CU

CHARL EMAGNE AND HIS EMPIRE 05092
CORF 1961 14 min BW

Filmed on sites associated with the great Frankisr.
king Pictures Charlemagne's conquest. his close ties
with the Roman Church. his system of government, and
his contributions to life in the Middle Ages. Shows how
Charlemagne helped keep civilization and culture alive
on the European continent during the early years of the
Middle Ages. WU

CHARLEMAGNE: UNIFIER OF EUROPE 05093
EBEC 1964 13 min COLOR 1-S

Dramatizes Charlemagne 's contibutions to the de-
velopment of Western Europe aria illustrates the per-
sonal qualities and the circumstances that enabled
Charlemagne to build his empire. Contributes to an ap-
preciation of the spirit and character of the Carolinian
Renaissance and to an understanaingof medieval Eu-
rope CU WU

CHARLES DE GAULLE 05094
HEARST 1958 9 min EN 1-S-a

Documents tine iramatic life of General Charles de
Gaulle from World vIvur II until 1955 Captures his mo-
ments .1 triumph anc: cetear CU

CHARTHES CATHEDRAL 051 0 0
EBEC 1963 30 min COLOR S-a
EBE HUMANITIES SERIES VII. THE FINE ARTS

Jonn Canaday the .f faith, intel-
lect, and engineering in the most glorious . of medieval
churches. the Chartres Cathedral in France He ana-
lyzes. in a , study of the history of the Catri,Jral the
symbolism of the sculpture and the stained glass win
doves. the synthesis of the seemingly contradictory ele-
ment: '1101 4Orril th? proclamatinn of medieval

$.;LA iJU UU WU
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'CHEZ NOUS 05134
IFB 196 :3 12 inin COLOR S-a
LEITERS 11101 AMI if?ANCAIS SERIES

Recreates a typical day of home-life in a French
family Shows Heim, the son, going to school. and the
father going to work Includes everyday phrases and idi-
omatic expre.,sions necessary to the dep-2Iopment of
conversational skills iii the language Useful for study
late in first year study of Freoch language Film guide
available Ult.,

THE COMMON MARKET: UNION IN EUROPE
05403

HEARST 1961 11 min BW S.a
Traces the development of the Common Market. be-

ginning with the formation of the European Coal aria
Steel Community and expanding to embrace the total
economic life of Western Europe. CU

CORSICA 05532
P-AANCE `q33 8 min BW

the Frt:ric h andallied ;r1 Corsica di:
'rig Wood 'i.Var Gene!Alde s v!sit to Corsic,0

`ht, -1c.sf Inc- c,IieS the
;and. CU

A COUNTRY CALLED EUROPE 00249
MONT 1967 21 min COLOR jS-a

ft:s film exerlines the emergence of the Common
Market as a mild power and the important changes ithas brought to the lives of its 170 million people. Itan exciting new Europe growing out of the old -a vigorous Europe on the move, with people and goods
flowing freely across national boundaries CU

DADA 00262
IFB 1969 31 min BW A

Explores the begint.ings of this movement in mod-
ern art In a series of interviews with Max Ernst Hans
Richter, Marcel DuCtiamp. (3ahriele Picabia Buffet and
Man Ray The movement's inception simultaneously in
Zutich and New York ;:rid its eventual move to c ei iters Irl
Paris and Gemiatiy are discussed Artists' cynmet is are
in their native languages with English subtitles for the
German and French

D-DAY
MCihr 1955 28 inn BW -a
r'C)(,' 4 rst Cht iiE '.L nit ",

The IV ttie.:1
su,t,tnstuliy in Ni tniardy CI,)

DERNIERE EDITION 65738
MGHT 1964 20 rnin BW
IC/ LA FRANCE SERIES

Traces the hi story of French news publishing from
the first newspaper before the Revolution, to L'Illustra-
tion, the first great illustrated newspaper published dur-
ing World War I. to th..! different types of newspapers to-
day NU

s-A

EMILE ZOLA 06107
MGHT 1964 20 min BW s-AIC/ LA P'PANCE SERIES

Interested in neNN discoveries in medicine and biol-
ogy. Zola wanted to introduce the scientific method intoliterature and c.)nceived his series of novels. LesRoug,p-Macquart. which studies the influence of hered-ity en different members of a family Film also considerstht. important role Zola played in the Dreyfus Affair.NU

EN RETARD AU BUREAU 00360
BFA 1968 10 min COLOR j-s-A

This Intermediate French film concerns itself with M.Carre' and his inability to get to the office on timc Thefiction on the screen. and the vocabulary with which it iscorrelated, make it possible for the story to be urdAr-stood ard enjoyed, on first showing CU

ESCALE A PARIS 17357
IFE) 1968 16 min COLOR 1-S-a

Uses a contemporary story framework to provide
students with lively and instructional material Retains
characteristics of native French language by proper
pacing, simple grammatical construction and clarity of
voice Shows the boy. Marc. going with his cousin MI-
.;hele to pick up her father at Orly Airport in Paris ()Lir-
ing their drive to and from the airport, they note many
aspects of modern and urban France Can be used as a
companion film with AU REVOIR VILLAGE. UU..

THE ENIGMA OF CHARLES DE GAULLE 06154
HEARST 1963 18 min BW j-a

Examine, :De Claulle s aims and contributions
against the Ea-..kgrt.und ot his hte nScUSSeS the ''Free
Frar::_e rr4)vt.,rlent Frances pol,ti_ai instability atter
Worley vi.idr II De 6aulle s return to leadership and his
roles in Ftani.:e.s develc.prnent .t ,ndependent nu
ctjar f(:rce the ae,.01..pment cf tht . Market
and tree trietior.,hip pa..1 wit Wet=t

EXISTENTIALISM GQ08
UUTAH 1966 27 min OW

xze r.f a
Dva:s "41ei:s.-..re
:/lS1fitIci1;St Vra: Pc:
on ! rodern life in man s seeking nis r":"Ir.?31

o

A
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FOOD FOR PARIS MARKETS 064 69
UEVA 1949 20 min 8W
1141: EAMII ANI.) !IS Pt UP! I S Ha S

Expiams how large cities depend updn productive
rural hinterlands to supply them with food I ortunately,
Paris can he easily reached from the areas of fertile land
that surround it CU 01.1

FC.101-2 FAMILIES (INDIA, FRANCE, JAPAN, AND
CANADA) 06b20

MGM 1960 BIN A
Two Parts. I - 30 MIN; Ii - 31 MIN

An on the spot comparison of family lite in four
countries, in which the internationally known author-an-
thropologist, Margaret Mead discusses how the up-
bringing of a child contributes to.a distinctive national
character Center of attention in each case is a year-old
baby in the family of a farmer of average means. CU
NU UU

FRENCH-CANADIAN CHILDREN 06570
EBEC 1950 11 min 8W
:7:1B1.0f?E'N (.1 MANY LANDS SERIES

Portrays the life of a French-Canadian farmer and
his family as seen in their daily tasks and in some sea

the tapping of sugar maples in
the spring and the ainkind of maple syrup from the sap.
the making of rugs in the winter for sale to summer tour.
ists, the cutting of ice from the St. Lawrence River in the
winter CU tJU

FRENCH CANADIANS (CANADA) 06571
UEVA 1949 22 min 8W J-s
MI EAR III AN!) ITS l't ()HIS .(1ERIi.S

`' ;11.1ws that where the climate makes it possible, low
fertile land along a river makes tood farm land Illus-
trates that where settled by people with a common lan-
guage, roligion, andothei etnnic tic.; river lowlands tend
to maintani their cultural homn9eniety for long periods
of time Demon:Mates how these principles operate in
rench Canada Newt)/ such as Ouebec ann

th;, tylt dati..,,r1 profitable
1)1.1

FREt4Cli CiiILDREN 06512
EBLG 1948 11 min SW P-1 1-s

LME MAW t l A710'.; frit
r;,(1,1 ri-:dr the te.iwn

i.t 11t11cU1 f to. ,rarifilae,or thrc
Shirmi holoriq thE thiz farm hcrhe

;111$.1,rlirvi .,111a,)1! trip With their
r (1. irht I ',I I

FRENCH EXPLORATIONS IN THE NEW WORLD

Cf)lif 1 (.krt) 10 slur ()LC)Fi I J
Ira: iiri a;titi , th!i Ns'orrii

11041,, ari
1,1ii in , ri ; nliwen, doe, missionaries

laid the 11,101(1.1Vtin for f h in the Neo
v"lorld r;11 11t I

THE FRENCH EXPLORERS (.1).1
i:131..C: 1%4 11 mie COLOR s-Athe torn ;riove, Tench
r,launt ;1 r)'4t,r itirintfrit r(r France and dreamed
of holiday.; a rich colon al itrit).:1: 1,1 the Nee, VtiOrld
(.11

rxrif,rr?n, who

1)

3
FRENCH INFLUENCES IN NORTH AMERICA

065/4
CORF 1951 11 n lin COLOR ITScut../UkAt INf SERIES.

evirieric.!s of the French empire in North
America on language. dress, architecture, religion, and
art Historical locations, from Quebec, Canada, to former
torts and trading posts to the Middle West, down to the
bayous of Louis.ana, are presented to document the
widespread movement and influence of the French ex-
plorers CU Ult

FRENCH LANGUAGE TEACHING SERIES. (IFB)
ARRIVEE EN FRANCE (00070) UU
UNHOTEL A PARIS (013381 UU
UN REPAS CHEZ FRANCIS (01339) UU

For description, see individual film title

FRANCE AND ITS PEOPLE 06532
EBEC 1955 13 min COLOR i-J-s-a

The surroundings traditions, attitudes, and ways of
earning a living in a single French family reveal many
facts of life in France today. The blending of an old heri-
tage and moo ern ways is shown in the historic buildings
in Paris and time quiet of a Ncrmandy farm. CU UU
WU+

FRANCEBACKGROUND FOR LITERATURE
06533

CORF 1950 10 min COLOR is-A
Recaptures the France of the stories of Hugo. Ba.-

zac, deMaupassant, Dickens and Poe. Includes scenes
mainly from Paris. with other scenes for Versailles. Four)
tainebleau. Orleans. Chateau d if. Marseilles. and Nor.
manly Attempts to present a background for existing
literature, not to recreate actual scenes of stories CU
UU.

. FRANCE IN THE NEW WORLD (COLONIAL LIFE IN
CANADA) 06534

EBEC 1962 16 min COLOR
Dramatizes the way of life or the colonists in the

heart of New France-the region along the St Lawrence
River between Montreal and Cuebec-during the early
1 700 s Re.news early exploration in North America by
Cartier. Champlain. La Salle and other French explorers:
and shows the settlement of tr.,.,usarlds Frenchmen
that followed Reveai$ !-,cw the i'*erc,. of these first
colonists nas strongly endure:: '-rrer ..anada CU

FRANCE: NEW HORIZONS 06535
MGHT 1966 19 min COLOR
MODERN EUROPE CJEOCJEi s Es

ei.vaufecal '''ee .

France- -.uaslal Fie;..ons Medte,,,Inear, an1 kpine
?-,chlands e.;lorict: anc.er.r. Intiu

.e in the ,:ourery Ernphasi:.es c .!ent it-ends towar.1
mcdern vo,:.rid demands anu civiezation CU UU WU

FRANCETHE 5th REPUBLIC 06536
UEVA 1963 17 min COLOR J-s
OUR 'erORLD Of EtA'PES

Shos man, e.ika.!:ples of Frenc, aTvicilt.ire hist n
cal landmarks. CiiSt..r and ar,..hite-..1.Jre i-rance 5 91;,Y.
,:.;us past is !h,-)ogh nor sto:..,arloiroj
fortresses 14.ena;,:a',,_. rry. a,teries and pal-
aces Highlights include the famous walled city
cassrone .".;11
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FRANCOIS VILLON 06639
NIGH, 1964 20 min BW s-A
IC/ LA FRANCE SER1r:S.

Narration in French describes Villon's double career
as a poet and a g.Angster. BALLADE DFS PENDUS,
which he wrote while in prison, is recited in the film.
Ends with "Ballade des Dames du Temps Jadis" sung
by the noted French singer, Georges Brassens. NU

FRANCOISE ET SON LAPIN 0654 0
IFB 1962 10 min COLOR S. a

A French language version of FRANCES AND HER
RABBIT using vocabulary simple enough for elementary
grades. Rain forces Francoise and Hopper, the rabbit, to
stay indoors and play with nravons Hopper "helps"
Francoise as she draws outdoor scenes. UU2

FRENCH REVOLUTION 06575
CORF 1957 16 min COLOR i -S

The controversial issues, great personalities, and
turbulent events leading up to and through the "ranch
Revolution are brought to the screen througt: the experi-
ences of M. Roget, lawyer and member of the Third Es-
tate. Dramatizes episodes in European settings. CUNil UU WU

FRENCH REVOLUTION: BIRTH OF A NEW FRANCE
06576

EBEC 1966 21 min COLOR a-S
Reviews the opposition of both nobles and clergy,

the sense of conflict within the King himself, the rise of
the fragmented radical groups, and the ensuing instabil-
ity and violence. Follows the step-by-step progression
from Republic to dictatorship and the ultimate consoli-
dation of power by Napoleon. CU NU WU

FRENCH REVOLUTION: DEATH OF THE OLD
REGIME (EDITED VERSION) 00455

EBEC 1966 17 min COLOR J-s
A review of French history from the reign 01 LUUIS

XIV through the formation of the National Assembly and
adoption of the Constitution of 1791. The film empha-
sizes the nature of the Old Reginii.1 as it was reflected in
c'ass inequality, poutical absolutism, and unfair taxa.ion.
Ficvicwing the roots or the revolution, it considers the
iundarnantal bases of ferment and st'esses the pa,,stno
ot power "frorn \ler ;allies to Pans,- thus setting the
stage for the cataclysmic events of the revolution itself
CU 1,VU

FROM RENOIR TO PICASSO 06602
BF 1955 32 min BW 1-s-A

Introduces modern art by diagrams, split screens,
and animation in studying and comparing characteristics
of 2encir, Seurat, arid Picasso works. NU

GAUGUIN IN TAHITI: SEt.RCH FOR PARADISE
(PARTS I AND 19 00471

MGHT COLOR
i-S-aTWO PARTS: I - 27 P.11N, 27 MIN

An account of Gauguio's life in France and an in-sight into the personality of a great artist The film explains many of the reasons why Gauguin went to theSouth Pacific ivh-ire he created, as an art st, the para-dise he failed to find there as a man. Noir his life in Ta-hiti affected his work and the influence th area had onhis art are graphically presented. CU

HAITI 06923
NFBC 1957 30 min BW J-s-a

Haiti. an independent island republic in the Carib-
bean Sea, is closely linked to Canada by language and
track-. The development program in which Canada is
participating, promises to strengthen the island's econ-
omy and increase exports of sugar. sisal, and copper.
Typical scenes of me daily life a;'d occupations of the
islanders are shown as well as calypso rhythms sung in
French. WU

NOW TO GET ALONG IN FRANCE 07203
USDD 1953 18 min 8W S-a

Explains 1ne antagonistic reactions of the French to
American soldiers as being staged by the Communist
party. Portrays details of French family life, customs
go rernment, and politics. Emphasizes that American
servicemen must learn about and adapt thamselves to
the French ways of living. UU

ICI L.A FRANCE SERIES. (MGHT)
BALZAC A PARIS (04587) NU
BEAUMARCHAIS ET SON SIECLE (15017) NU
DERNIERE EDITION (05738) NU
EMILE ZOLA (06107) NU
FRANCAISE (08579) NU
FRANCOIS VILLON (06539) NU
LA RENAISSANCE FRANCAISE (07758) NU
L.A S.N.C.F. (07759) NU
LE PAYS DU TEMPS PERDU (07839) NU
LES ECRIVAINS DE PROVENCE (07896) NU
LES LYCEENS CHEZ EUX (07897) NU
L'HVM01:9 FRANCAIS (07953) NU
MODINSIEUR FRANCOIS MAURIAC DE L'ACADEMIE
FRANCAISE (08579) NU
RACINE (09647) NU
SAINT-EXUPERY (09925) NU
A TRAVERS PARIS (04013) NU
UNE JOURNEE A LA COMEDIE-Fr3ANC4ISE (11061) NU

For description, see individual film title

ICI ON PARLE FRANCAIZ 07321
IFB 1961 21 min COLOR

Presents eiemeriary ier:guage material, using Que
bec and surrounain6 countryside as the center of inter
est. Narrated in a slow pace w.th simplicity, using high
frequency words with easily recognized cognates UU

IMAGES MEDIEVALES 0I 342
RADIM 1952 19 min COLOR c s A

Utilizes phctc:rdpr!S of .IiCrtptS k 'the tIth arid 1 Stn centuros taken at the acliotheq.;i
National in Paris to piezent aspects of medieval li:s
Shows peasants at work the nobility in court, in warfa,..
and at leisure. arid religious scenes such as the CREA
TION and the LAST JUDGMENT Music is ..ased
rrierl,vdal themi.,, anct e.1 o- .1 ithentic Medie.:
instruments NU UU

r.I
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IMPRESSIONISM 07355
BFA 1957 7 min COLOR J-S-A
UNDERSTANDING MODERN ART SERIES.

Presents paintings from art museums to show the
unique qualities of impressionism. Explains simplification
of form by comparative analysis; texture and heavily
painted surfaces; generalization of objects; and broken
color techniques. CU UU WU

itiPnESSiONISTS 0n590
IFB 1968 18 mill COLOR s-A

By color photography, reproduces still life, portrait
and landscape paintings of 1 9th- century Impressionists.
Explains the Impressionistic style and spirit, illustrated
by works of Monet, Pissaro, Sisley, Renoir and Degas.
Offers opportunity to study brushwork and style, often by
showing two artists' works side by side. A conclusion
summarizes the artists. UU

JOURNEY IN FRANCE 07698
CF 1957 16 min COLOR J-s
PEOPLE OF OTHER LANDS SERIES.

i,rance is seen through the eyes of the daughters of
a barge family that travels toe rivers and canals from
Marseille to Strnbourg. The character of the French
worling people is seen ii. the daily events on the barge.
Emphasizes France's history, geography, industry ana
agriculture. Includes scenes from ancient %roan ruins, a
medieval castle, and the B:idge of.Avignon. CU UU

r.
LA PROMENADE DANS LE PARC 0 067 7

BFA 1988 10 min COLOR j-s-A
The story correlates with the vocabulary, which is at

the intermediate level. Students are able to use the vo-
cabulary to follow the action CU

LA RENAISSANCE FRANCAISE 0 7 7 58
MGHT 1964 7.0 min BW s-A
ICI LA FRANCE SERIES.

The names of Rabelais and Ronsard dominate the
literary world of the French Renaissance. Professor
.lean-Louis Bory of the Lycee Henri- Quatre in Paris dis-
cusses it French the renaissance in France, and its ef-
fect on thase two men. NU

LASCAUX: CRADLE OF MAN'S ART 0 7 8 1 7
iFB 1950 17 min COLOR s-A

Shows photographs of the paintings by prehistoric
man in the Lascaux Cave in Southern France, first dis-
covered in 1940. Also shows some of the important sites
in the neighborhood. and tells briefly something of pre-historic man. NU UU

LA S.N.C.F. C /75 9
MGHT 1964 20 min BW s-A
IC! LA FRANC L: aril

French narration f1iStll!.`7.'S history and +,,r,rhyi,.;
'if trio Societe Natirinole ill! Ch ....nuns dos ter Francais
explains how the famous locomotives Pacific 231 and
241 were named Voe then see a reconstruction Jr the
first locomotive used on the F ranch railroad in 1b3 7 ana
hoar /ola's description of it in I d Bete f iurnaine
scrit.es the olectrification of the railroad atter the war
arid its constant progress since then NU

LE MERLE 0 I 8 3 8

IFB 1959 5 min COLOR s-A
Norman Mel aren imports unusual activity to this old

French Canadian nonsense song. Illustrates a blackbird
losing parts of his body, only to regain them two and
ti'mreetold. Sung in Frencn. UU:---

LE PAYS DU TEMPS PERDU 0 7 8 39

MGHT 1964 20 min BW s-A
IC! LA FRANCE SERIES.

The peaceful provincial village of Illiers has been
immortalized in literature as the town of Combray in
Marcel Proust's A LA RECHERCHE DU TEMPS PERDU.
Visits the town of Illiers and the home of Proust's Aunt
Leonie. Although he knew that the town no longer ex-
isted as he had known ,t. in A LA 9ECHERCHE DU
TEMPS PERDU, he was able to preserve tillers aod his
past experiences there as he wanted to remember them.
Narration in French. NU

LE PIQUE NIQUE 07840
IFB 1962 15 mir COLOR s-A
LETTERS D'UN AMI FRANCAIS SERIES.

Visualizes activities of a typical French family as
they prepare for and enjoy a picnic and outing. Pre-
sented in a conversat'Jnal form. Includes vocabulary
dealing with food, table setting, games and sports, traffic
weather, and other necessary words in the development
of conversational skill. Suitable for late in the first year
study of the French language into the second year. Film
guide available. UU2

LE POACHER 00689
BFA 1962 8 min COLOR J. s

Tnis instructional French-language film is based on
the well-known fairy tale by Hans Christian Andersen,
"The Swineherd.- The film is used as a vehicle for
teaching French to American students CU

LE OUATORZE JUILLET 0 7 8 4 1

IFB 1963 15 min COLOR S-,,
LETTERS D'UN AO FRANCAIS SERIES

French teenagers are heard in conversation while
witnessing the stirring Bastille Day parade Introduces
word'. descriptive of details and scenes of a parade
such as military band. ca.alry. and soldiers Shows thorn
attending an outaoor bail and a carnival Includes r v.,ry
day words ana phrases suiable for conversationai
French language st.Jay late in the first year stud,- and
during the seconu year Film guide available U' 1. .

LES ECRIVAINS DE PROVENCE 3 7896
MGHT 1964 20 mir. BW s A
ICI LA FRANCE 3ERJES

Visits Jean G oric the rot c:ntemporary
who thscusses infiuences Frvence upon hs
and work Some or the stories `corn LETTERS DE MC)N
MOULIN. by Aiphonse Dauaet. are Ilustrated in Irk, film

NU

8

5
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.iLES LYCEENS CHEZ
MGHT 1964 20 min BW

"BEST COPY AVAILABLE....

s-A THE LOUVRE 0 1 7 4 2
ICI LA FRANCE SERIES.

The modern Lycee Miste d'Enghien-les-Bains repre-
sents the new trend in French secondary education to-
day. The school is co-educational and offers both classi-
cal and technical courses. A classroom is visited where
Ronsard's sonnet "Comme on Voit Sur la Branche" is
being discussed. In the technical building a large ma-
chine shop and art studio are visited where several boys
arm girls explz in their wr)rk and their courses of study.
Narration is in .'ranch. NU

'LES MISERABLES 07b98
TFC 1935 43 min BW j-S-a

Condensed from the feature film produced by 20th
Century-Fox, based on the novel by Victor Hugo. Stars
Fredric March and Charles Laughton Emphasizes the
conflict between Valjean and Javert and the treatment of
criminals in the French courts of the period. CU

SAISONS 17397
IFS 1970 15 min COLOR A

Follows Henri and his sister Jaccueline as they
hurry to the Champs-Elysees to watch the Bastille Day
parade. Listens to them commenting and conversing in
French. Reviews a typical French parade with the Arc de
Triumphe as a background Later they are shown at the
tomb of Napoleon in the Invalides. Witnesses an outdoor
ball game and the fireworks over the Seine at night.
U U2

LETTERS D'UN AMI FRANCAIS SERIES. (IFB)
CHEZ NOUS (05134) UU
LE PIQUE NIQUE (07840) UU
LE QUATORZE JUILLET (07841) UU
UNE JOURNEE AU LYCEE (11062) UU

For description, cee individual film title.

L'HUMOUR FRANCAIS 07953
MGHT 1964 20 min 8W s-A
ICI LA FRANCE SERIES

Several forms of French humor are represented,
such as Pierre Daninos' creation, Major Thompson Dan -

inos and Rene Lefevre are interviewed Satirical newspa-
pers, cartoons, and the Chansonniers are discussed as
popular vehicles of French humor Examples of movie
humor are shown with excerpts from the films ()role de
Drame. Le Bal Cupidon and I 'Arc de Noel featuring
such stars as Louis Jouvet. Jean E outs E.4arrault. Michel
Simon. Francoise Rosay and others !n French NU

LIFE ON A FRENCH FARM 08016
CORF 1949 11 min COLOR

Flmed on the typical French farro c i the Duval fam-
II; who live in the Pat's Basin of thy `,-,erne River As the
Duvals go about their daily tasks the contrast between
their mode of living and ours is emphasized CU

EBEC 1966 44 min COLOR sA
EBE HUMANITIES SERIES. VII. 7HE FINE ARTS.

Shows how the growth of the Louvre in Paris is di-
rectly involved with the cultural and historic& evolution
of France since the Renaissance Gives close views of
paintings and sculptures now on exhibit in this famous
museum CU WU

MARC CHAGALL 00760
MGHT 1964 25 min COLOR j-S-a

Provides intimate glimpses of a creative genius of
our times as he goes about his work and his life. "Marc
Chagall" traces the life of the world-famous contempo-
rary artist, from his beginning inspirations to his full-
blown flights of imagination CU

MARCEL A PARIS 17410
IFB 1970 23 min COLOR j-S-a

Presents an incident in the life of none-year-old
Marcel. While playing at the Tuileries, he becomes en-
grossed with tte idea of riding in a helicopter. His efforts
to earn money enough for his ride are followed through
various sections of Paris, including the Gare de rEast
les Halles. and Montmartre Marcel's mother finally ex-
plains that children are not allowed to ride in police hell
copiers, but suggests that he go to the top of the Fittv:
Tower where the view is almost the same as from a he,,-
copter. The many people Marcel encounters are trlose
one would see if one lived in France UU:

MARGUERITE A LA FERME 08295
IFB 1962 15 min COLOR 1-S. a

fv,arguente spends a day visiting. working. and pia,
ing at her cousin's farm. Names the animals shown and
the foods served the family. The French narration is suit
able for beginning classes. UU2

-
MATISSE AND THE FAUVES 1 74 12

IFB 1970 20 min COLOR 1-S a
Documents the search of Henri Matisse and other

painters for a greater intensity of color, based upon tht.ir
belief that 'he impact of a painting comes from itt
ored surface Shows tt."atisse's developing use of boil
simplified brushwork and brilliant. unnatural color E-.).

amines the paintings of Andre Derain and Maur.....
Vlaminck as well as some paintings of Bracoe.
Marquet. and Roualt

MODERN FRANCE: THE LAND AND THE PEOPLE
(1st Ed.) 08543

CORF 1950 11 min COLOR i J t.
Presents the France of the late 1940's, from ttio

wheat fields c4 Normandy to the steel mills t ;t Ndrii
Pictur. s a part of the varied population: indultildi v.
ors, troL.K farmers GI the Paris basin, a wheat rrivi, rt,int
of northern France. a gardener of the semi-tropical tilvi
era. grape tara.en i,f southwestern France. fishermen .1
Cordeaux, and bargemen of the River Seine CU
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MODERN FRANCE: THE LAND AND THE PEOPLE
(2nd Ed.) 08544

CORF 1985 14 min COLOR i-J
Surveys France's growth since World War II: the

terms of Normandy, the Paris Basin, the fisheries of Bou-
logne, the commercial and cultural center of Paris, and
the steel mills of Nancy. Shows the balance between ag-
riculture and modern industrial technology which has
helped make France a leader in the European commu-
nity of nations UU

MONSIEUR FRANCOIS MAURIAC DE L'ACADEMIE
FRANCAISE 08579

MGHT 1964 20 min BW s-A
/C/ LA FRANCE SERIES.

Introduces novelist and iournaltst, Francois Maui lac
Shows him delivering a spiritual address, A!oge de La
Vertu, at the opening session of L 'Academie Frarioaise.
Also pictures literary notables of the academy. NU

THE NAPOLEONIC ERA 08686
CORF 1957 14 min COLOR j-S-a

Describes great moments of 1 796-1 815, from
Napoleon's rise to power through the disintegration of
the Empire. CU NU WU,

NAPOLEON'S RETURN FROM ELBA 08687
MGHT 1955 28 min BW J-s-a
YOU ARE THERE SERIES.

Re-enacts March 7, 1815, the decisive morients
when Napoleon flees from Elba and lands in France to
lead his small army. CU

THE NEW FRANCE 087 6 9
MOT 1947 17 min BW J-s-a

Mow:. France, after the devastation and high cost
of war in ;iurope, emerging with a very shaky political
condition but with a definite plan for economic recon-
struction. CU

NIGHT AND FOG INUIT ET P.RUILLARD)
IIIIMIMOM

MGHT 1955 31 min COLOR s-A

Contrasts graphs c scene:. of the human
degradation and horrors of Nazi
concentration camps with peaceful
views of the camps as they are today.
Designed to evoke strong emotions and
raise inescapable questions. Narration
in French, with English subtitles. CU

NOUS VOYAGEONS EN FRANCE 08867
CF 1961 11 min COLOR 1-4

Documents he experiences of two French girls as
they journey on a river barge from Marseille to Stras-
bourg. Details their acitivities on the boat and while visit-ing towns enroute Narrated by a native. (Beginning
French.) UU

1(1

PACIFICTWO THIRTY-ONE 09074
TADIE 1952 11 min BW i-j-S-a

Presents a visualization of the journeY of a locomo-
tive across the French countryside. Based on the sym-
phonic composition of the same title by the French com-
poser, Arthur Honegger. CU UU

PARIS: THE CITY AND THE PEOPLE 09.129
CORF 1960 11 min COLOR Js-a

Shows d colliLitiation of French culture, ..,dustrial
progress, and ecolornic growth in the great capital
Highlights famous landmarks such as the Eiffel. Tower,
Cathedrale de Notre Dame de Paris, and Arc de Triom-
phe. CU UU

PHILOSOPHY OF RENE DESCARTES 09246
UUTAH 1966 27 min BW A
INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY SERIES.

Discusses Rene Descartes' philosophy to demon-
strate his method of doubt, his proofs for existence ot,
self, his proofs for existence of God, and his reason for
believing in the existence of an external world. Mentions
mind-body problem. UU

PICASSO 01811
MGHT 1955 44 min COLOR S-a

An autobiographical documentary of Pablo Picasso.
the man, artist and pioneer - picturing his work, his
technique and his manner of living. Beginning with the
fascinating family sketches done in his teens in Spain.
the film uses 477 of Picasso's works to trace his career
from 1896 to the present CU NU

THE POST-IMPRESSIONISTS 80652.-
IFB 1970 23 min COLOR s-A

Surveys theaims..nfluences an:, tech( 'clues of Gau-
gin. Van Gogh. Seurat. and Touro.iselautrec Points out
how the experiments andwork of :`it- -se f7.. artists led to
different movements in modernpu rt r:'; Reveals Ce-
zanne's use of brilliant color to indicate Gaug!ns
transition from his early paintings in Fra :.ce to his well
known paintings of the South Seas, Vail Gogh's intense
and brill aot color. curvedlines and unique style; Seurat's
development of the style of pointillism and Toulouse
Lautrec.s bizarre friends and haunts. NU Ulf

P'TIT JEAN S'EN VA AUX CHANTIERS 09593
IFB 1363 16 min COLOR s-A

Presents superhuman exploits of PIA Jean, hero of
a French-Canadian folk tale. Appropriately written and
spoken by Roger Pillet. Provides a challenge for stu-
dents striving to understand fluent conversational French
through uncomplicated batterns in narration. UU:

.RACINE 09647
MGHT 1964 20 min BW sA
idi I A 1 RANGE SERIES

the relationship retween thz poet i;aeine at;d !he'
COU:t of Louis XIV is described by Profess-A Jean-Louis
Bory of the Lycee Henn-Ouatre To illustrate the
tionship dramatic excerpts trom Racine 's Pheare. Bet

and Andromaque are given NU
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ITHE RED BALLOON 01 287
BFA 1956 32 min COLOR

A boy makes friends with a balloon, "tames it," and
the balloon begins to live a life of its own. It becomes the

I boy's constant companion on the streets of Menilmon-
tent and Montmartre. The boy endows his new friend
with personality; he loves it as if it were aliveas indeed
it seems to be. He has dreams for it, even ambitions.
This unusual film has a most original ending. WU2

RHINOCEROS 0 1 3 1 0
CON 1967 11 min COLOR j-S-a

Concise and disturbing animation presents a con-
densed visual translation from lonesco's play on the
theme of conformity. CU

RHONE-SAONE LOWLANDS 0 131 1

IFB 1966 20 min COLOR j-S-a
Illustrates the varied physical character of the

Rhone-Saone river valleys in France. Shows the influ-
ence on growth of agriculture, Industry and urban cen-
ters by the control of the river, by the development of
road, ran and water communications and by the climate
of Southern France. Shows characteristics of the Saone
Valley from Cote d'Or to Lyon. Shows activities of the
port of Marseilles and he oil installations of the Etange
de Berre. UU2

ROAD TO SANTIAGO: FRANCE 01320
IFB 1969 30 min COLOR A

Explores four roads through France which converge
just over the Spanish border at Puente la Reina. After
explaining the history of this pilgrim's route, the film
shows the many examples of art and architecture con-
structed along the way for the pilgrim's comfort and en-
tertainment. Points on-the route which are examined at
length include the church of St. Sernin at Toulouse, the
sculpture and relics of Conques, the abbey of Cluny. and
the Tympanum of Moissac. UU2

RODIN -6§65-6
OWF 1947 23 min SW

FINE ARTS SERIES.

Gives the biography of the spiritual father of con-
temporary sculpture. Presents some of Rodin's crea-
tions, including THE THINKER, ETERNAL SPRING, THE
KISS, and THE BURGHERS OF CALAIS. Points out the
beauty of the human form. UU

sAititettiFitiiY 69 9 2 5
MGHT 1964 20 min BW s-A
ICI LA FRANCE SERIES.

Antoine de Saint-Exupery, one of the pioneers of
French civil aviation, recalled the heroic times of early
aviation in his books COURRIER-SUD, VOL DE NUIT and
TERRE DES HOMMES. After successfully reaching North
Africa following the German occupation of France in
1940, he wrote PILOTE DE GUERRE. His next work, LE
PETIT PRINCE, is an allegorical account for children and
adults alike. Presented by M. Languepin, also a pilot,
and M. Didier-Daurat, veteran aviator and Saint-Exup-
ery's former commander, who recalls his memories of
the writer-pilot. (AdvancedFrench.) NU

I
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THE SHAH'S VISIT TO PARIS 1 0 1 0 8
IRAN 1961 20 min BW A:

Presents a colorful camera study of the Shah of Iran.
and his Empress as they meet with President DeGaulle
in Paris in 1961, representing their two countries on a'
mutual friendship basis. Shows them touring the French
Nuclear Center and museums and dedicating an exhibi-
tion of ancient Iranian artifacts. Ut.le

SURREALISM 01 066
BFA 1962 7 min COLOR j-S-a
UNDERSTANDING MODERN ART SERIES.

The Surrealists take things out of their usual settings
and rearrange them into situations that are unnatural
and often weird. Surrealistic symbols offer a quality of
intrigue and mystery. CU WU

TOULOUSE LAUTREC 1 0 8 96
BF 1952 22 min COLOR s-A

Draws on photographs, paintings, drawings, and
etchings, end scenes from Paris streets and cafes, to re-
capture Lautrec's specia! world. Lautrec's own works
are used to portray that world with his own particular vi-
sion of Paris at the turn of the century NU

TWO WORLDS OF FRANCE: PARIS AND THE
FRANCE BEYOND 1 1 0 08

MOT 1953 29 min BW S-a
Presents a tour of France describing the landmarks

and highlights of life in Pans and the scenic beauty and
traditional way of life in the Dorgogne Valley. Shows ru-
ral Frenchmen using primitive methods to bake, wash
clothes, and make wooden shoes. Includes scenes of
peasant dances performed during the celebration which
follows a wedding ceremony. CU UU

UNE FAMILIiiiiiETONNE 1 1 060

EBEC 1950 11 min BW S-a
Uses simple French to describe family life on a farm

in Britanny in Western France, including the work of
each member of the family, and scenes of activities in
the village school and neighboring town. Contains es-
sentially the same material as FRENCH CHILDREN.
CU UU

1..1
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UNE JOURNEE A LA COMEDIE-FRANCAISE
1 1 061

MGHT 1964 20 min SW
/C/ LA FRANCE SERIES.

Begins with a history of the theatrical institution and
an interview with the general administrator. Comedie-
Francaise is illustrated 1n a scene from Moliere's LE
BOURGEOIS GENTILHOMME. (Advanced French.) NU

s-A

UNE JOURNEE AU LYCEE 1 1 062
IFB 1962 16 min COLOR s-A
LETTERS D'UN AMI FRANCAIS SERIES

Henri, a French teenager. describes a typical day at
his Lycee. Reports, in full, the events of his school day
including lunch time, recreation period activities ar,4
class sessions. Includes everyday phrases and idiomatic
expressions necessary to the development of conversa-
tional skills in the language. Suitable for use late in first-
year study of the French language. UU2
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

UNE SOIREE CHEZ LES CARRE 0 1 3 4 4
BFA 1967 10 min COLOR S-a

The animated characters enact a story, with typi
cally Gallic humor, of an evening in the life of the Carre
family. The film has been constructed with an intermedi-
ate French vocabulary which is closely correlated with
the action. CU
.;

.

UN HOTEL A PARIS 1 7 496
IFB 1970 10 min COLOR j-S-a
FRENCH LANGUAGE TEACHING SERIES.

Penny, an American girl who is just learning to
speak French, has some language difficulty in communi-
cation. She is introduced to the proprietor of her hotel in
Paris. From him she learns the vocabulary for the items
one usually finds in a hotel room. She buys post cards to
send to her friends at home. Constructed in first and
second person, for comprehension by beginning stu-
dents in French. Can be used in conjunction with AR-
RIVEE EN FRANCE and UN REPAS CHEZ FRANCIS.
UU2

UN REPAS CHEZ FRANCIS 01339
IFB 1969 10 min COLOR

. FRENCH LANGUAGE TEACHING SERIES.
Penny and Michele arrive so late for lunch that there

isn't much choice of menu; so they enjoy a typical
French meal of hors-d'oeuvre, steak, fries and strawber-
ries with whipped cream. The restaurateur enjoys serv-
ing them as much as they enjoy eating. UU2

a

:VACANCES EN NORMANDIE 1 1 1 3 4
EBEC 1956 11 min COLOR

Designed for use in French classes during the sec-
ond year, the film takes us on a trip into Normandy with
the four members of the Latour family. CU, WI

VINCENT VAN GOGH 0 1 3 6 6
CORF 1959 22 min COLOR j-S-a

Provides an opportunity of viewing a large number
of the original works of this famous artist. The selections
arepoetically interwoven with fraoments of his frequent
letters to his brother Theo. Features many of the actual
locales associated with Van Gogh, such as the Borinage,
Arles, and others. CU WU

1


